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I would like to acknowledge the territory and thank these hosts, as well as the conference organizers for their generous invitation to participate in these discussions on transnational private regulation (TPR). This introduction speaks to one of the questions raised by transnational private regulation: is migration always transnational? One quick answer to this question might be 'no'. If migration is concerned with the international movement of people, then what has been called the approach of methodological nationalism would force out the 'trans--' and always substitute the international. Since methodological nationalism is an approach characterized by an overdue emphasis on states and their external borders as the sole arbiters for what registers as movement, then this answer would not surprise anyone.
2 However, if we do Email: amar.bhatia@utoronto.ca. I would like to acknowledge the support of the editorial board of the German Law Journal, in seeing this piece through to publication. not take a monopolistic approach to borders, where states are all that matters, then we must move beyond a 'Westphalian' approach to migration that sees only the interests and concerns of supposedly formally equal, sovereign states. And this movement beyond includes moving beyond the important but not necessarily transformative changes that have taken place in the post--Westphalian system generally, or with respect to migration in particular. For example, our analysis must include the post--World War II evolution of human rights that has co--evolved with state sovereignty and been tempered by capitalist and post--industrial revolutions and the mutations of ever more flexible forms of citizenship or denizenship. 3 However, when answering the question of whether migration is always transnational in the affirmative, part of what I mean encompasses taking an urban, regional, and territorial approach to migration and the movement of people and peoples 4 . In the context of Toronto/Tkaronto, Ontario, Canada, it is only being accurate to note that most recent migration has taken place not just 'to Canada' writ large, but to three major cities within Canada (the 'MTV' complex of Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver), to different provinces and regions (e.g. Ontario), and from some industries to others (e.g. fishing in the Maritimes, manufacturing in central Canada, to extractive industries in western Canada). Importantly, these different circulations of people within and outside Canada all take place across historical and contemporary territories and confederacies of Indigenous peoples and nations that persist despite the ongoing 'postage--stamp sized' reservation system in Canada. Equally importantly, Indigenous peoples are members of these migrations as well, forced, seasonal, and otherwise. Further, the regulation of migration includes international law, federal law, provincial law, municipal law, the common law, labor and employment laws, family law, and other laws and policies. 5 The federal selection of permanent immigrants has been fragmented into a predominantly two--step approach to Migration (2006) LABOR LAW 383 (Guy Davidov and Brian Langille eds., 2011) . G e r m a n L a w J o u r n a l immigration. As well, much concern has been expressed about the shift in emphasis, priority of processing, and numbers from (a) high--skill immigrants and their families with permanent status on arrival selected by a national public governmental body and supported by settlement programs 6 to (b) the expanded use of temporary, 'lower skill' and deskilled (also racialized and feminized) migrants being selected and vulnerable to private employers, corporations, universities and provinces without supports for settlement or viable pathways to permanent residence.
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Part of the motivation behind this expansion of the Temporary Foreign Worker Program (TFWP) stems from industry demands for garment and meat plant workers in Manitoba and, later, for semi--skilled trades and low--skilled service workers in the Alberta extractive industries seeking to expand in service of American and Chinese energy markets. The extraction and transmission of these resources in and across Western Canada also take place on the traditional territories of numerous Indigenous nations and are fraught with controversy. Where the work of decolonization remains unfinished, the import and regulation of migration cannot be said to register at the international (inter--state) level alone.
B. Is Migration Always Private?
In unfolding the story of transnational private regulation, or transnational governance, or transnational regulatory governance, or private transnational governance regimes (as variously put by different presenters), the issue of the public--private divide was an elusive and 'itchy' one at the conference. 10 Noting that his presentation would not address the terms transnational or private, especially because he found debate on the latter akin to guessing the number of angels on the head of a needle,
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Colin Scott focused his talk on regulation and the move from classical state regulation to market and community--based regulation. In this and related work, Peer Zumbansen has explored the distinction between public and private even while acknowledging, as we all must, its abiding prescriptive and descriptive force.
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And obviously the porous, mutually constituting divide is not a new issue. While Scott chose not to talk about 'transnational' or 'private' that day, his presentation plotted out a moving taxonomy of regulation, from: 1) Classical regulation (government agency B regulates firm A by rules, monitoring, enforcement, legislation); 2) Classical and self--regulation 1 (government agency B regulates firm A, which is also regulated by a trade group of firms on an contractual basis); 3) Classical and self--regulation 2 (government agency and trade association B regulates firm A, which also self--regulates through intra--firm attempts (e.g. corporate social responsibility) to address these two types of external regulation); to 4) Transnational private regulation (government B regulates firm A, A regulates itself, and additionally C (contracting party, whether another firm or the government, with potentially stronger remedies through contractual power than government regulation) and D (third parties like consumers, NGOs, and investors) perform regulation through social and market pressures (e.g. monitoring, shaming)).
13 Implicit in the logic of this taxonomy, and most attempts to answer the question of public versus private, is the understanding that the government or the state is 'public', and firms, corporate actors, consumers, investors, and NGOs are some of the many shades that comprise the spectrum of 'private' (and thus potential private regulators). Of course, further complicating this state/non--state, or government/non--government, divide is the re--appropriation of what is 'public' in the sense of the commons or what is common to all.
14 Undoubtedly, just as migration is always already transnational, it is also always already private, too. Of course, this answer is only controversial insofar as readers might view migration as solely the concern of public law or the law and policy of states and their governments. If migration is not just about the relations of different state governments, whether internationally or inter--jurisdictionally (e.g. Canada--Ontario Immigration Agreement; Agreement for Canada--Alberta Cooperation on Immigration; Canada--Ontario--Toronto Memorandum of Understanding on Immigration and Settlement), then it clearly cannot be an affair that plays out solely on the public stage. In a settled country like Canada, any number of migration and migrant work programs belie the notion that these are matters of and for public regulation only. And, as tedious as counting the angels dancing on the head of a needle (or pin) might be, the details of different migration schemes often betray their devils. Unless the government is also always the employer, migrant work programs imply the necessity of the private sector by their very name. In Canada, some examples include the Seasonal Agricultural Worker Program (SAWP), the Live--in Caregiver Program (LCP), and the Pilot Project for Occupations Requiring Lower Levels of Formal Training (National Occupational Classification C & D). In short, how Canadians (especially Ontarians) get their farmed food, care for their families, extract their resources, and are serviced in a post--industrial economy all rely on migrant workers who live in precarious situations to provide for themselves, their families, and their own nation--states in the form of remittances. For instance, in comparison to Scott's fourth example in his TPR taxonomy, even a more managed migration program such as the SAWP is riddled with private actors as examples of C and D regulators beyond the classical A to B relationship. The SAWP entails memoranda of understanding (including standard form employment contracts) between states, and a host of relationships between consulates, trade associations of farmers, federal and provincial government immigration and human resources departments, individual employer farmers, travel agencies, individual migrant farm workers, trade unions, and community and advocacy groups. Following Scott's taxonomy, the firm, the federal government, the provincial government, the trade association, the foreign government, the worker, the community NGO, and the trade union are all present. The private structure of these migrant work programs are even further heightened under the lower skill pilot project (LSPP) of the Temporary Foreign Workers Program (TFWP) and the LCP, which comprise even less direct government or third--party regulation.
15 Beyond the realm of so--called low skill migrant work, the private structures of migration and its regulation are further emphasized in Canada's formally permanent immigration system. 681--760 (1992) . 16 Under the SAWP, migrant farm workers are not able to apply for and transition to permanent resident status, which is permitted under the two--step immigration process of the LCP. Under the LSPP, there are very few paths to permanent status under provincial nominee programs (PNPs), the bulk of which favor workers in higher--skill occupation classes (O, A, & B as opposed to C & D). Further, migrant workers under the LSPP are barred for four years from working in Canada after they have already completed four years of work. Conversely, skilled immigrants entering under the points--based Federal Skilled Worker Program (FSWP) enjoy permanent resident status upon their arrival in Canada. Over the last decade or so, the Government of Canada has expanded the Temporary Foreign Worker Program (TFWP) at the request of employers while decreasing the number of entrants under the FSWP. The reduction of the latter program includes a government refusal to process a large number of skilled worker applicants under the euphemism of eliminating a long--standing backlog, due in part to the shift in resources to expeditiously process TFWP applications. G e r m a n L a w J o u r n a l enterprise of settler--societies like Canada and the United States. In most Western European states, family reunification and refugee admissions account for virtually all permanent admissions […] In Canada, about 60 percent of permanent residents admitted in 2008 were designated by government statistics as members of the economic class, while approximately 27 per cent were members of the family class (the remaining 13 per cent were refugees and 'other'). However, this formal allocation masks the fact that statistics for the economic category include accompanying spouses and children of the principal applicant.
[…] All this to say that close to 63 per cent of immigrants admitted to Canada in 2008 as permanent residents in the econcomic-- or family--class stream actually gained entry because of their relationship to a person in Canada or to the person accepted for entry to Canada. The comparable figure for the United States is around 72 per cent. The conclusion that kinship overwhelms economic criteria as the avenue for entry holds true for both Canada and the United States, as well as for most other industrialized states. 17 Between the dominance, even agency capture, 18 of employers in migrant work schemes, and the determining role of families and kinship in the permanent immigration schemes, it should be safe to conclude that migration is as much private as it is public. The question remains whether the prescriptions or descriptions of transnational private regulation add to this reality and, if so, whether they allow migration to be something more than public (in the Westphalian sense) or private (in the sense of employer--or family--driven).
C. Is Transnational Private Regulation of Migration Always Destined for Conflation with Market--Led or Market--Driven Regulation?
In listening to some of the presentations and reviewing some of the relevant literature, I was struck by the directions and the targets of transnational private regulation. In Scott's talk, the cast of characters included state governments, firms, trade associations of firms, contracting governments and firms, and consumers, NGOs, investors, and other third parties. Presumably, the object of regulation is the firm and the potential regulators are any entity from 'command and control' states on down to supply chain--conscious window shoppers. However, in a different iteration by Fabrizio Cafaggi, TPR is said to describe the distributive consequences and shift of regulatory power from the domestic to the global and from the public to the private. 19 Still, in the case of transnational regulation of migration, or TPR of migration, who are the relevant actors -the regulators and the regulated? If the state (B) is the metric, then presumably it will regulate the firm (A), as noted above and, where it falls short, will get by with a little help from its friends or enemies (C, D). However, in the case of migration, driven by the search for work and workers, settlers and settlement, and family expansion and reunification, it may very well be the case that it is the firm (A) that regulates the state (B), with or without the input of third parties (C, D). Or, to take just one, more realistic example from the SAWP, it may be that:
• L. 753, 756, 758 (2010) : seek to turn the traditional disciplinary focus of family law from a private, subordinated, feminine domain distinct from the public, masculine market, back towards the economic family and the household, as "an explicitly economic unit housing both human reproduction and material reproduction as well as a complex array of legal relationships," working from a definition of modern household used by systems theorists Immanuel Wallerstein and Joan Smith, i.e. "a human association bounded through social negotiation and aimed at securing human reproduction, including reproduction from day to day of its members as well as the G e r m a n L a w J o u r n a l Instead, it would bear closer resemblance to a governance dodecagon. As noted by Peer Zumbansen in his presentation, it is necessary to contend with the history of competing definitions of law in the seemingly inevitable turn to private transnational governance regimes.
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As seen in response to the first and second questions I have put to myself through the lens of transnational private regulation, the history of competing definitions of law is bound up in who or what counts as a source of authority in law. When discussing these sources of authority and the law, the issue of scale is integral to answering the questions of who gets regulated and who gets to regulate. 28 At international law, initially, seemingly everyone had the right to travel, to trade, and to attempt to convert others to their own faith.
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To greater and lesser extents, two out of production of new human beings. In liberal economic orders, it is an importance source of social security. In modern capitalism, it is a crucial site of consumption. 24 See infra note 31, regarding public international law measures.
25 See e.g. Cafaggi, supra note 19, at 48--49. 26 See Scott, Cafaggi, Senden, supra note 14, at 11. 27 Zumbansen, supra note 10. 28 See for example, Freeman, supra note 1; Schiller, supra note 2, at 58--61, discussing the importance of scalar perspectives on locality; Cristina Rodríguez, Building Capacity for the Transnational Regulation of Migration 110 COLUM. L. REV. SIDEBAR 1, 4 (2010), available online at: http://www.columbialawreview.org/building--capacity--for--the--transnational--regulation--of--migration (describing bilateralism mechanisms spanning federal cabinet level ministers, agency heads, border state governors, neighboring town mayors, and state and local officials seeking to attract new forms of investment). 29 See also GEORG CAVALLAR, THE RIGHTS OF STRANGERS 2--3 (2002), defining international hospitality as the offering or affording of welcome and entertainment to strangers, visitors, or guests of members of different out--groups, cultures, and communities; contrasting Las Casas' view of benevolent indigenous hospitality with Vitoria's view of hospitality as "a right foreigners could enforce if denied" versus Kant's limited right of foreigners to visit in the absence of a special pact. 'In a Settled Country, Everyone Must Eat' three of these rights have been diluted over time. Conversely, the right to trade appears to be alive and kicking.
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But the right to travel, or international movement, or migration (permanent or otherwise), has not fared as well. 31 Under international law, it can more accurately be described as the right to leave and a duty to avoid statelessness. But it does not comprise the right to enter or admission, or membership in a state. Further, those with the strongest argument for admission (or at least not being returned to death or torture) cannot be said to exercise their initial right to leave in the same way, since their migrations are forced. This story should also include, in the North American context at least, recognition of the long history of the problems of migrant work: from the unfree labor of 'free' slavery, to indentured servitude, and then the precarious status of farm, domestic and other migrant workers to this day. The traditional, public, inter--state regulation of migration and migrant work emerges under three or four main regimes (human rights, labor, trade, and crime) through a long list of public international law instruments.
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There have been numerous criticisms of these conventions and declarations for their fragmentation, lack of ratification or lack of implementation, whether through the UN, ILO, WTO, the IOM, or individual states, 36 (2011), "[t] here is no doubt on which side imperialism has gained its greatest victories: since decolonization, Western domination of the 'people without history' has returned to its classical mainstay, informal empire, the creation of wealth and influence and the distribution of material and spiritual resources through the exercise of private power. Today's ius gentium continues to be divided into the law of treaties, on the one side, and the law of contract, on the other. There is no doubt on which side the most significant aspect of dominium - that is, the power of human beings over other human beings -is exercised. NEW INTERNATIONAL REGIME? (2000) . G e r m a n L a w J o u r n a l especially for failing irregular migrants with precarious status and so--called low--skill or low--wage migrant workers.
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Some of these instruments only deal with protection after entry, which is the crux of the problem at international law given the 'beefing up' of borders and the emphasis on security. Similarly, while some regimes like the WTO/GATS work with the expectation of a 'falling away' or liberalization of borders, others like the Palermo protocols potentially criminalize every act of border crossing. 34 These instruments and their failures all relate to those migrants of most concern to my research, so--called low--skill migrants in precarious status, whether because their status is temporary or because it is irregular/non--status. These failures mirror those of national, domestic policies, both in the consistent failure to abide by these conventions and declarations but also in these states' failure to acknowledge long--term needs for and structural drivers of so--called low--skill, low--wage work. 35 In the shadow, as supplements, as complements, and in bypass of these public international law regulations, different discussions of the transnational regulation of migration, migrant work/work, or of labor itself seek to address some of these issues, though most do not explicitly adopt the label of 'private'. 36 context of the target industries as much as domestic and geopolitical considerations. 43 More specifically, what was politically possible for forest products certification was not the case for the sweatshops of the apparel industry, where both firms and the government of the day preferred neoliberal, private standards systems that would address media and consumer uproars without drastically altering the means of production.
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In a different context, discussing the combination of transnationalism with critical migration studies, Nina Glick Schiller emphasizes the need to look beyond the nation--state unit and migrants as mere disruptions to that unit, focusing instead on scalar perspectives on locality, transnational fields of power, and multiple entry points and pathways of local and transnational incorporation. 45 In advocating for a global power perspective that is alive to the "global fragility of contemporary capitalism," Schiller includes the identification of "migrants as legitimate and necessary actors[s] of movements for progressive social transformation." 46 All of these questions ultimately go back to the main concerns of my doctoral research on the relationship between racialized migrants and Indigenous peoples in Canada, and the erasure of Indigenous laws and legal traditions as sources of authority within that relationship. 47 If migration is always transnational (and not just inter--state international) and migration is always private (in the sense of non--state, but also as social and something held in common as much as colonialism), then it is important to continue to pursue regulation (transnational, private, or otherwise) that provokes and is provoked by the histories and structures of regulatory conflicts. For migrants and Indigenous peoples, among many others, these histories and structures point to the need to move beyond state--centric and market--led initiatives. 48 In this vein, a brief answer to my final rhetorical question concludes this article with two vignettes about the laws of eating. SOC. JUST. 127 (2010) . G e r m a n L a w J o u r n a l notwithstanding the factor of delegated, constrained kinship determination.
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Writer, poet and Sto:lo traditional teacher Lee Maracle recently spoke about Host Law as a necessary counter law in the context of political struggle against the privilege of the dominant settler society. Maracle linked the need for mutual recognition of Indigenous sovereignty along with the principle that 'no one is illegal' (whether a 'bastard child' or 'illegal alien'). Of most importance to the above discussion on the transnational regulation of migration, Maracle also said that Host Law is very simple and can be boiled down to three things:
• Everybody eats.
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• Every woman is entitled to a house.
• Everybody has access to the unlimited wealth of the land. But with the caveat: Take only what you need. 53 See e.g. Leanne Simpson, Looking after Gdoo--naaganinaa: Precolonial Nishnaabeg Diplomatic and Treaty Relationships, 23 WICAZO SA REV. 29, 37 (2008) , discussing the 'Common Dish' relationship between Nishnaabeg people and the Haudenosaunee Confederacy. 54 Maracle, supra note 14, at the 2:39 minute mark and following.
